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Farm shares at Fail Better Farm:
 easy & convenient
 flexible
 no expiration
 sized just right
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 brilliantly colored
 crazy delicious
 impeccably clean
 wicked fresh
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Who are we?
We are a small, certified Organic, family farm
that works hard to produce delicious food for
your family. Our beautiful farm sits in the hills
of central Maine and for over a decade we
have been growing fresh, Organic vegetables.
We love to farm and we think you will be able
to tell when you come to get your food!
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How Does It Work?
We are not your typical green beans and beet
greens CSA: pre-pay for produce now, and take
home fresh veggies from our market stand all
season long. We'll deduct what you buy from
your balance and keep track of everything,
even emailing you automatic balance
statements. It couldn't be easier!
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We are at these markets every week:
Orono: Saturday 8-12
Bangor: Sunday 11-2
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How Much Does It Cost?
Shares start at $100. Buy a share over $200
and we will increase it by 5% - for free! Over
$500 gets a 10% bonus and over $1000 gets
15%! These rates apply to shares paid by cash or check.
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Is there a deadline?
Nope! We sell shares all year long, so you can
buy shares whenever is right for you.
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How much is enough?
You can use this table to figure out how big of
a share you might use in a season based on
your market habits:
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What do you grow?
Super-sweet Carrots

Rainbow Carrots
Basil  Beets 
Broccoli 
Cabbage
Cauliflower  Cherry Tomatoes  Cucumbers
Eggplant 
Garlic 
Rainbow Peppers
Heirloom Tomatoes  and more...
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How to buy?
When you're ready to buy a share, you can
visit us at one of our farmers' markets,
send us a check, or buy on-line.
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https://tr.im/farmshare
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